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Abstract
How can we design proteins with desired func-
tions? We are motivated by a chemical intuition
that both geometric structure and biochemical
properties are critical to a protein’s function. In
this paper, we propose SurfPro, a new method
to generate functional proteins given a desired
surface and its associated biochemical properties.
SurfPro comprises a hierarchical encoder that pro-
gressively models the geometric shape and bio-
chemical features of a protein surface, and an
autoregressive decoder to produce an amino acid
sequence. We evaluate SurfPro on a standard
inverse folding benchmark CATH 4.2 and two
functional protein design tasks: protein binder de-
sign and enzyme design. Our SurfPro consistently
surpasses previous state-of-the-art inverse folding
methods, achieving a recovery rate of 57.78% on
CATH 4.2 and higher success rates in terms of
protein-protein binding and enzyme-substrate in-
teraction scores.

1. Introduction
Proteins serve diverse functions crucial to cellular processes
in our biological system. In recent years, the remarkable
achievements of generative AI have transformed the field
of protein design (Huang et al., 2016; Rives et al., 2021;
Watson et al., 2023). One prevalent approach involves first
choosing or designing a target backbone structure and then
identifies a sequence that folds into this backbone (Dauparas
et al., 2022; Anishchenko et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022;
Yeh et al., 2023). The first step specifies the geometry of the
desired protein (without amino acid types) and the second
step (also known as inverse folding, as illustrated in Figure 1
(a)), determines the amino acid composition corresponding
to the given shape.
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(a) Inverse folding
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(b) Surface based design
Figure 1. Problem setups of protein design. (a) Inverse folding:
protein design conditioned on geometric constraints only. (b) Sur-
face based design: protein design conditioned on both geometric
shape and biochemical properties.

However, the goal of protein design goes beyond predicting
a sequence that folds into a target backbone (Defresne et al.,
2021). The ultimate goal is to design proteins with desired
functions, such as enzymes binding to specific substrates
or proteins inhibiting given targets. The limitation of in-
verse folding is that it only specifies geometric constraints
through the given backbone structure. To dictate the desired
functions, we need to impose not only geometric constraints
but also biochemical property constraints. For example, two
proteins with complementary shapes may still not bind due
to poorly placed charges, polarity, or hydrophobicity at their
binding interface (Gainza et al., 2023).

To address this issue, we propose SurfPro, a method to
design functional proteins given a biochemical property
augmented point cloud (also called surface based design,
Figure 1 (b)). Each point on the surface is labeled with a
three-dimensional (3D) coordinate and a set of biochemical
properties. SurfPro generates an amino acid sequence based
on the surface’s geometric shape and biochemical proper-
ties. SurfPro comprises a hierarchical encoder and an au-
toregressive decoder. The encoder progressively models the
geometric and biochemical features of the surface through
a series of local graph convolutions, followed by global
self-attention layers that focus on modeling long-range in-
teractions. The decoder generates a protein sequence based
on the learned geometric and biochemical representations of
the surface, with the goal that the generated sequence folds
into the given surface.

Our contributions are listed as follows:

• We propose SurfPro to design functional proteins
based on continuous surfaces augmented with bio-
chemical properties.
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• We evaluate SurfPro on a standard inverse folding
benchmark CATH 4.2. SurfPro achieves 57.78% se-
quence recovery rate and 3.13 perplexity, significantly
outperforming previous inverse folding methods in-
cluding ProteinMPNN (Dauparas et al., 2022), Pi-
Fold (Gao et al., 2022), and LM-DESIGN (Zheng
et al., 2023).

• We setup a binder design task, and we use Al-
phaFold2 (Jumper et al., 2021) pAE interaction (Ben-
nett et al., 2023; Watson et al., 2023) to evaluate the
binding of designed proteins. SurfPro exhibits su-
perior capability of designing binders with stronger
interaction with target proteins than experimentally
confirmed positive binders, with an average success
rate of 26.22% across six targets, outperforming the
best prior method by 6.9%.

• We setup an enzyme design task, and we use ESP
score (Kroll et al., 2023a;b) to measure the binding
between designed enzymes and their substrates. Surf-
Pro is able to design enzymes with higher enzyme-
substrate interaction scores than natural enzymes,
achieving an average success rate of 43.46% across
five enzyme datasets, outperforming the best prior
method by 2.98%.

2. Related Work
Methods for Protein Sequence Design. Protein sequence
design has been studied with a wide variety of methods.
Most studies in this field have adopted one of the three main
paradigms: (i) guided by fitness landscape (function scores),
(ii) conditioning on a fixed backbone structure, and (iii)
finetuned from a pretrained model on large-scale data.

Protein sequence design guided by fitness landscape in-
cludes traditional directed evolution (Arnold, 1998; Dalby,
2011; Packer & Liu, 2015; Arnold, 2018) and machine learn-
ing methods. The mainly used machine learning algorithms
include reinforcement learning (Angermueller et al., 2019;
Jain et al., 2022), Bayesian optimization (Moss et al., 2020;
Terayama et al., 2021) and search using deep generative
models (Brookes & Listgarten, 2018; Brookes et al., 2019;
Kumar & Levine, 2020; Ren et al., 2022; Song & Li, 2023).
Protein design based on a fixed backbone structure is also
called inverse folding (Fleishman et al., 2011; Ingraham
et al., 2019; Hsu et al., 2022; Gao et al., 2022; Zheng et al.,
2023), which ensures the preservation of a stable structure
while also allows for the sampling of diverse sequences.
Due to the available massive sequence data, recent studies
have successfully employed machine learning models pre-
trained on such data, including ESM (Rives et al., 2021),
ProtGPT2 (Ferruz et al., 2022) and ProGen (Madani et al.,
2023). This approach has led to notable advancements in
addressing various downstream tasks within the field of pro-

tein design, such as protein mutation (Meier et al., 2021)
and structure-informed protein design (Zheng et al., 2023).

Protein Surface Modeling. Protein design based on its
surface is an under-explored area, and most existing studies
have not taken into account the significant role of protein
molecular surface plays in various biological processes. Tra-
ditionally, molecular surfaces are defined using Connelly
surfaces (Connolly, 1983; Sanner et al., 1996) based on van
der Waals radii, often represented as mesh-based structures
derived from signed distance functions. Seminal work for
modeling protein molecular surfaces is MaSIF (Gainza
et al., 2020), which fingerprints molecular surfaces ex-
pressed as molecular meshes using pre-defined and pre-
calculated physical and geometrical features. To remove
the high pre-computation costs of featurization, Sverris-
son et al. (2021) propose dMaSIF, showing that modeling
molecular surface as a point cloud with atom categories per
point is competitive to mesh-based methods. However, both
works target at protein understanding tasks, such as protein-
protein interactions, instead of protein design. Gainza et al.
(2023) then expands MaSIF to enable de novo binder design.
Initially, they utilize the generated surface fingerprints to
predict target binding sites. Following this, they search for
binders containing complementary structural motifs, which
are subsequently transplanted to protein scaffolds. In our
work, we develop a generative model to directly generate
functional proteins from their surfaces, eliminating the need
for handcrafted feature calculation.

3. Proposed Method: SurfPro
A molecular surface defines the shape of a protein in 3D
Euclidean space and the biochemical properties, such as
hydrophobicity and charge. The surface shape and the asso-
ciated biochemical properties co-determine the underlying
protein functions. Given a desired surface with geometric
and biochemical constraints, how can we generate protein
sequences fitting the surface? In this section, we introduce
SurfPro, a new functional protein design method based on
protein surfaces. Our method works on successive geo-
metric representations of a protein. SurfPro consists of a
hierarchical encoder that progressively model the 3D ge-
ometric shape and the biochemical features from a local
perspective to a global landscape, and an autoregressive
decoder that generates a protein sequence based on the ge-
ometric and biochemical constraints of the corresponding
surface. Figure 2 (a) gives an overview of SurfPro.

3.1. Surface Generation

Our method works on successive point clouds of protein
surfaces. A high-quality surface should satisfy the following
two properties: (1) Smooth: The surface defined by the point
cloud should exhibit sufficient smoothness; (2) Compact:
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(a) model overview
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(b) left: local modeling, right: global modeling

Figure 2. (a) The overview of our proposed SurfPro. (b) Left: local perspective modeling, right: global landscape modeling.

The point cloud should remove redundant information by
down-sampling to improve efficiency.

Raw Surface Construction. We use MSMS (Ewing &
Hermisson, 2010) to compute the raw molecular surface of
a protein, which is provided as a point cloud with N vertices
{x1,x2, ...,xN} ∈ RN×3. Suppose the protein is a L-
residue sequence y = {y1, y2, ..., yL} ∈ AL where A is the
set of 20 common amino acids and N ≫ L. We associate
the biochemical features of each vertex to its nearest atom
belonging to one of the L residues. Specifically, we utilize
two biochemical features for each vertex xi, which are its
hydrophobicity ti and charge ci. Then we sort all vertices
based on the residue index of their nearest atoms. Appendix
Figure 6 (a) depicts an example of raw surface.

Surface Smoothing. As mentioned in previous meth-
ods (Alexa et al., 2001; Lv et al., 2021), raw point clouds
generally carry noise, which may limit the expressivity of
the molecular surface. Therefore, point cloud denoising
and smoothing are necessary. We apply Gaussian kernel
smoothing on raw point cloud data:

x
′
i =

∑
xj∈N (xi)

K(xi,xj)xj∑
xt∈N (xi)

K(xi,xt)
, K(x, y) = e

− (x−y)2

η

(1)
where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}. xi and xj denote the coordinates
of i-th and j-th vertices on the raw point cloud, respec-
tively. N (xi) are K-nearest neighbors of xi. K(·, ·) is the
Gaussian kernel with η indicating distance scale in the point
space. In our paper, we set η = max(dist(xi,N (xi)))
where i ∈ {1, ..., N}. The number of nearest neighbors K is
set to 8. An in-depth analysis of kernel smoothing supports
that the surface is infinitely smooth, i.e., θ ∈ C∞ (Levin,
1998; 2004). Appendix Figure 6 (b) depicts an example of
smoothed surface.

Surface Compression. To reduce surface points and im-
prove sample efficiency, we use an octree-based compres-
sion method to down-sample a protein surface (Schnabel
& Klein, 2006). We use an octree to convert the surface
into small cubes and estimate local densities of each cube.

Every octree node is recursively divided into eight equal
octants. After each division, the number of points in each
node is examined to determine whether or not to continue
dividing the current node. The cubes with fewer points than
the specific threshold Nmin are taken as leaf nodes and not
divided further. After all the nodes are processed, a point
cloud is converted into a number of unequal-volume cubes
based on the point distribution. Lower density regions result
in larger cubes. The desired number of points for each cube
is Ns = Vs ∗ r, where Vs is the number of points in the s-th
cube and r is the desired down-sampling ratio. Figure 6 (c)
depicts an example of compressed surface.

3.2. Hierarchical Surface Encoder

We design a hierarchical encoder to model the geometric
shape and biochemical properties of a protein surface.

Local Perspective Modeling. Residues nearing each other
exhibit strong interactions. To model such interactions
among nearest vertices on a surface, we design a vari-
ant of equivariant graph convolutional layer (EGCL) pro-
posed by Satorras et al. (2021) to capture local geomet-
ric and biochemical features (Figure 2 (b) left module).
Specifically, after surface compression, the surface has N

′

vertices (N
′ ≤ N ), each of which has a 3D coordinate

x
′

i ∈ R3 and two biochemical features hi = [ti, ci]
T where

ti denotes its hydrophobicity, ci denotes its charge and
i ∈ {1, ..., N ′}. We calculate local messages as:

m
′
ij = SiLU(ϕe([(h

l
i;h

l
j ; ||x

′
i − x

′
j ||2)]))

wl
ij =

exp(W l
sm

′
ij + bls)∑

k∈N (xi)
exp(W l

sm
′
ik + bls)

ml+1
ij = wl

ij ∗m
′
ij

(2)

where vertex j ∈ N (xi) belongs to the K-nearest neigh-
bors of vertex i. We set K = 30 here. h1

i = Wmhi

where Wm ∈ R256×2 is a mapping matrix and l = 1 to
Ll is the layer number for the local perspective modeling
module. W l

s ∈ R1×256 and bls ∈ R are learnable parame-
ters. [;] denotes concatenation operation. ϕe denotes multi-
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layer perceptron (MLP). SiLU denotes SiLU activation func-
tion (Elfwing et al., 2018). For each vertex, we propagate
messages from its neighbors to update the node feature:

cl+1
i =

∑
j∈N (xi)

ml+1
ij

hl+1
i = hl

i + gate(cl+1
i )⊙ cl+1

i

(3)

where gate is a gating mechanism achieved by a MLP fol-
lowed by a sigmoid function, which is used to control the
information flow over the local geometric shapes.

Global Landscape Modeling. To facilitate message passing
over the whole desired surface, we design a global landscape
encoder called FAMHA (Figure 2 (b) right module). Its key
idea is to incorporate the frame averaging technique (FA,
(Puny et al., 2021)) into a multi-head attention layer. The
resulting operation not only enables the global biochem-
ical features to spread out but also guarantees its SE(3)
equivariance. Specifically, from the compressed point cloud
X

′
∈ RN

′
×3, we calculate three principle components v1,

v2, v3 ∈ R3 through principle component analysis (PCA).
With these three base coordinates, we define a frame F(X

′
)

as a function:

F(X
′
) = {([α1v1, α2v2, α3v3], t)|αi ∈ {−1,+1}} (4)

where t is the centroid of X
′
. The frame function forms an

algebraic group of eight transformations. We calculate the
global message passing as follows:

H̃ =
1

|F(X
′
)|

∑
g∈F(X

′
)

FAMHA(HLl+1; g−1X
′
) (5)

where HLl+1 = [hLl+1
1 , ...,hLl+1

N ′ ]T ∈ RN
′
×256 is the

output vertex features from the local perspective model-
ing. g−1X

′
denotes translating X

′
with t and rotating X

′

with rotation matrix [α1v1, α2v2, α3v3] for g ∈ F(X
′
).

FAMHA is composed of Lg stacked multi-head atten-
tion (MHA) sub-layers and fully connected feed-forward
networks (FFN). A residue connection and a layer normal-
ization are performed after each of the two sub-layers. Ac-
cordingly, the FAMHA can be formulated as follows:

hl+1
i = LayerNorm

(
FFN(h̃

l

i) + h̃
l

i

)
,

h̃
l

i = LayerNorm
(
MHA(hl

i,H
l
g) + hl

i

) (6)

where l ∈ {1, ..., Lg} and i ∈ {1, ..., N ′}. h1
i =

[hLl+1
i ; g−1X

′
] for g ∈ F(X

′
). H l

g = [hl
1, ...,h

l
N ′ ]T .

3.3. Autoregressive Protein Decoder

Given the hidden representations encoding both geometric
shapes and biochemical features, we use an autoregressive

Transformer decoder (i.e., GPT, (Vaswani et al., 2017)) to
generate the protein sequence for a given surface:

p(yt) = TransDec(y<t, H̃; θdec) (7)

where p(yt) is the probability of t-th residue in the protein
sequence and θdec denotes the learnable parameters.

We minimize the negative log likelihood to train the overall
model:

L =

L∑
t=1

− log p(yt; θ) (8)

where θ = {θenc, θdec} denotes the parameter set of our
hierarchical encoder and autoregressive protein decoder.

4. Experiments
In this section, we first describe our implementation details
in Section 4.1. Then we conduct extensive experiments and
evaluate our proposed SurfPro on one general protein design
task, Inverse Folding (Section 4.2) and two functional pro-
tein design tasks, Binder Design (Section 4.3) and Enzyme
Design (Section 4.4). The specific experimental settings are
introduced in each task section.

4.1. Implementation Details

We set a maximum limit of 5, 000 vertices for each sur-
face. Surfaces with fewer than 5, 000 vertices remain un-
changed, while those exceeding this limit are compressed
with a down-sampling ratio r set to 5, 000/N , where N
denotes the original vertex count. The minimum vertex
number in a cube Nmin in surface compression is set to 32.
Local perspective modeling utilizes three layers, and global
landscape modeling employs a two-layer FAMHA. The two
biochemical features are mapped to a hidden space with a
dimensionality of 256. The autoregressive decoder is built
with 3-layer Transformer decoder. The mini-batch size and
learning rate are set to 4, 096 tokens and 5e-4, respectively.
The model, trained with one NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU
card, utilizes the Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014).
The detailed values for biochemical features are provided in
Appendix Table 7.

4.2. Inverse Folding

This task is to design protein sequences that fold into given
backbone structures. In our method, we design a protein
sequence from a coarser structure – a protein surface, instead
of a rigid backbone structure.

Datasets. Following previous work (Dauparas et al., 2022;
Gao et al., 2022), we use the CATH 4.2 dataset curated by
Ingraham et al. (2019) and follow the same data splits of
Jing et al. (2020). Due to the occasional failures in raw
surface construction by the MSMS tool, we filter out these
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Methods Perplexity (↓) Recovery Rate (%, ↑)

ProteinMPNN 5.19 44.95
PiFold 4.88 52.61
LM-DESIGN 4.47 54.16
SurfPro 3.13 57.78

Table 1. Perplexity and Recovery Rate of different approaches on
CATH 4.2 dataset. (↑): the higher the better. (↓): the lower the
better. Among all the baselines, SurfPro achieves the highest
recovery rate and the lowest perplexity.

instances as well as proteins longer than 1, 024 residues.
As a consequence, the training, validation, and test splits
consist of 14525, 468, and 887 samples, respectively. We
use the same data splits for all models rigorously for a
fair comparison. The vertex count statistics for the curated
CATH 4.2 dataset is provided in Appendix Table 8.

Baseline Models. We compare with the following base-
line models: (1) ProteinMPNN is a representative inverse
folding model. (2) PiFold and (3) LM-DESIGN are state-
of-the-art-methods for inverse folding task. The used ar-
chitecture for LM-DESIGN is LM-DESIGN (pretrained
ProteinMPNN-CMLM: fine-tune). We use all their released
codes on GitHub and the experimental settings in their offi-
cial implementations to ensure a fair comparison.

Evaluation Metrics. Following previous work (Jing et al.,
2020; Gao et al., 2022), we use perplexity and recovery
rate to evaluate the quality of designed protein sequences.
Since the surface does not include residues buried beneath
it, we report the recovery rate after pairwise alignment for
all autoregressive models to ensure a fair comparison:

recovery rate =
number of recovered residue

aligned sequence length
(9)

We provide the recovery rates after pairwise alignment
for all models in Appendix Table 9, wherein the non-
autoregressive models consistently exhibit lower recovery
rates compared to the ones before alignment.

Main Results. Table 1 shows that SurfPro achieves the
highest recovery rate and the lowest perplexity among all
the compared baselines. These findings demonstrate that
incorporating both geometric and biochemical constraints
of protein surfaces is beneficial for general protein design,
leading SurfPro to achieve the highest recovery rate across
diverse protein folds in CATH 4.2 dataset.

4.3. Protein Binder Design

In this section, we aim to use SurfPro to design proteins that
bind to a target protein with high affinity.

Function Evaluator. Following previous work (Ben-
nett et al., 2023; Watson et al., 2023), we use the Al-

phaFold2 (AF2) pAE interaction to evaluate the binding
affinities between the designed binders and target proteins.
Bennett et al. (2023) discover that AF2 pAE interaction
is very effective in distinguishing experimentally validated
binders from non-binders, with a success rate ranging from
1.5% to 7% on target protein IL7Ra, TrkA, InsulinR and
PDGFR. We use the official code of Bennett et al. (2023)
to calculate the AF2 pAE interaction. The lower the AF2
pAE interaction, the better the designed binder.

Evaluation Metrics. We calculate the average AF2
pAE interaction for the entire test set using greedy de-
coding, and the average success rate. For each positive
binder, the success rate is defined as the proportion of de-
signed binders with a lower pAE interaction than it. For
each <positive binder, target protein> pair, we generate 10
new binders using sampling with a temperature=0.1. To
calculate the pAE interaction, we first use ESMFold (Lin
et al., 2023) to predict the structure of the designed binder
sequence, and then we superimpose this structure to the real
complex. Finally we calculate the AF2 pAE interaction for
the new complex. As the AF2 pAE interaction model will
automatically revise the input complex structures, there is lit-
tle difference between AlphaFold2 and ESMFold predicted
binder structures. A comparison is provided in Appendix
Table 12.

Datasets. We collect experimentally confirmed positive
complexes of <binder, target protein> pairs across six cate-
gories from Bennett et al. (2023). Among the 10 categories
available, 4 exhibit indistinguishable AF2 pAE interaction
between negative and positive binders. Therefore, we
choose to evaluate on the remaining 6 categories for a re-
liable evaluation. For categories with over 50 complexes,
we employ an 8 : 1 : 1 random split for training, validation,
and test sets; otherwise, all complexes are included in the
test set, establishing a zero-shot scenario. Detailed data
statistics is provided in Appendix Table 10.

Baseline Models. Using the binder design dataset, we
finetune all baseline models (ProteinMPNN, PiFold, LM-
DESIGN) and our SurfPro that are respectively pretrained
on the CATH 4.2 dataset as detailed in Section 4.2. In
addition, we also provide a random baseline by randomly
mutating 20% residues of a binder. Furthermore, to leverage
all available crystal structures and fully explore the design
capability of our SurfPro, we pretrain the model using all
surfaces generated from the entire Protein Data Bank (PDB).
This pretraining dataset, collected up to March 10, 2023,
comprises 179, 278 <surface, sequence> pairs. Detailed
data preprocessing steps and pretraining details are pro-
vided in the Appendix E. We then finetune this model on the
binder design dataset, and we refer to the resulting model
as SurfPro-Pretrain.

Main Results. The AF2 pAE interaction and success rate

5
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Models Seen Class Zero-Shot Average
InsulinR PDGFR TGFb H3 IL7Ra TrkA

Positive Binder 5.9996 14.1366 15.4884 21.2631 20.9102 10.2791 14.7061
Negative Binder 19.7167 18.0937 23.2664 22.4556 26.0540 24.7567 21.1335
Random Baseline 19.9880 21.2690 21.4971 24.4997 24.1541 23.1147 22.2020
ProteinMPNN (Dauparas et al., 2022) 18.3393 25.2919 25.8559 24.5968 25.5278 27.0980 23.4462
PiFold (Gao et al., 2022) 12.9809 21.8230 24.4737 23.3924 26.6738 19.7172 20.5785
LM-DESIGN (Zheng et al., 2023) 13.6440 22.0749 23.3725 23.8332 24.3937 22.3987 20.7728
SurfPro 10.2608 17.9862 17.7364 21.2916 20.8594 10.6535 16.9485
SurfPro-Pretrain 11.2530 18.4141 15.4011 22.2704 20.5700 21.3515 17.6699

Table 2. AF2 pAE interaction (↓) for all models in the binder design task. “Average” denotes the average AF2 pAE interaction across the
entire test set instead of the direct average on different target proteins. We also provide the AF2 pAE interaction for randomly sampled
negative binders of the same length as the positive ones.

Models Seen Class Zero-Shot Average
InsulinR PDGFR TGFb H3 IL7Ra TrkA

ProteinMPNN (Dauparas et al., 2022) 3.22 5.71 20.71 18.68 24.10 7.50 11.96
PiFold (Gao et al., 2022) 20.64 3.57 19.19 29.21 22.85 20.00 19.32
LM-DESIGN (Zheng et al., 2023) 7.74 15.00 15.71 22.29 24.28 25.00 16.37
SurfPro 31.57 19.99 11.61 23.21 19.28 25.00 22.29
SurfPro-Pretrain 5.48 27.14 33.57 37.63 38.57 25.00 26.22

Table 3. Success rate (%, ↑) for all models in the binder design task. “Average” denotes the average success rate across the entire test set
instead of the direct average on different target proteins.

results of different models are reported in Table 2 and Ta-
ble 3, respectively. The results show that our SurfPro
achieves the lowest average AF2 pAE interaction and
the highest average success rate across six target proteins.
In particular, our SurfPro achieves the best pAE interaction
on all six categories and the highest success rate in three
out of six categories. The pAE interaction of our model
is even slightly lower than the experimentally confirmed
positive binders on IL7Ra. These findings demonstrate that
leveraging protein surface properties is effective for func-
tional binder design. Furthermore, SurfPro achieves the
highest success rates in two zero-shot testing categories,
affirming its capability to directly capture valuable protein
properties from surfaces. Consequently, even without spe-
cific training on binder proteins binding to particular targets,
SurfPro can generate binders in those categories with lower
pAE interaction than the positive ones. After pretraining
on the entire PDB, the functions of binders generated by
greedy decoding show minor difference. However, the suc-
cess rate is improved significantly, from 22.29% to 26.22%.
It demonstrates that pretraining on larger dataset helps to
improve the design capability of our SurfPro, ensuring that
more binders with better pAE interaction can be designed.

4.4. Enzyme Design

In our work, we target at designing enzymes which bind to
specific substrates.

Function Evaluator. To evaluate the binding affinity be-
tween enzyme and substrate, we use the ESP score devel-
oped by Kroll et al. (2023a). Their model predicts enzyme-
substrate interaction with 91% accuracy across multiple
benchmarks. We use their official code to calculate ESP
score.

Evaluation Metrics. Similar to binder design, we report
the average ESP score using greedy decoding and average
success rate using sampling with temperature=0.1.

Datasets. We collect five categories of enzymes from Kroll
et al. (2023a), each of which binds to a specific substrate. We
exclude enzymes in CATH 4.2 to prevent data leakage issue.
For enzyme categories containing more than 100 samples,
we randomly split the data into training, validation, and test
sets using an 8 : 1 : 1 ratio after clustering; otherwise, all
data are taken as the test set. The detailed data statistics is
provided in Appendix Table 11.

Baseline Models. Similar to binder design, we finetune
all baseline models (ProteinMPNN, PiFold, LM-DESIGN)
and our SurfPro, using the enzyme design dataset, on the
pretrained models from inverse folding task, respectively.
Likewise, we also provide the results of a random baseline
and SurfPro-Pretrain with the same settings as binder design.
Note that the pretraining dataset excludes all enzymes here
to prevent data leakage issue.
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Models Seen Class Zero-Shot Average
C00002 C00677 C00019 C00003 C00001

Real Enzyme 0.9573 0.8642 0.4497 0.8076 0.9892 0.9091
Random Baseline 0.5523 0.2475 0.1673 0.4705 0.7891 0.5292
ProteinMPNN (Dauparas et al., 2022) 0.9711 0.7375 0.2614 0.6699 0.9763 0.8676
PiFold (Gao et al., 2022) 0.9142 0.8816 0.4296 0.8212 0.9616 0.8865
LM-DESIGN (Zheng et al., 2023) 0.9498 0.8836 0.4585 0.8078 0.9650 0.9037
SurfPro 0.9264 0.8921 0.3892 0.7631 0.9772 0.8931
SurfPro-Pretrain 0.9376 0.8631 0.3949 0.7668 0.9691 0.8900

Table 4. ESP score (↑) for all models by greedy decoding in enzyme design task. The substrate is denoted as its KEGG database ID.
“Average” here denotes the average ESP score across the entire test set instead of the direct average on different enzyme categories.

Models Seen Class Zero-Shot Average
C00002 C00677 C00019 C00003 C00001

ProteinMPNN (Dauparas et al., 2022) 47.54 31.63 58.82 44.72 27.65 39.23
PiFold (Gao et al., 2022) 48.54 41.72 58.29 37.54 24.97 40.65
LM-DESIGN (Zheng et al., 2023) 45.00 42.54 43.76 53.63 20.13 37.58
SurfPro 43.36 46.00 59.41 45.45 33.55 42.23
SurfPro-Pretrain 50.90 41.81 52.94 36.36 34.21 43.63

Table 5. Success rate (%, ↑) for all models in the enzyme design task. “Average” denotes the average success rate across the entire test set
instead of the direct average on different enzyme categories. The substrate is denoted as its KEGG database ID.

Methods Perplexity (↓) Recovery Rate (%, ↑)

SurfPro 3.13 57.78
– w five 3.15 56.78
– w/o global 15.97 15.51
– w/o local 7.40 34.70
– w hydrophobicity 4.12 51.60
– w charge 11.23 21.34
– w/o feature 17.36 6.45
– w unsorted 18.98 14.95

Table 6. Ablation study on CATH 4.2 dataset. (↑): the higher the
better. (↓): the lower the better.

Main Results. Table 4 and Table 5 show that our SurfPro
achieves the highest average success rate and compara-
ble average ESP score to LM-DESIGN across five cate-
gories. It is important to note that LM-DESIGN is finetuned
from the 650M ESM-1b (Rives et al., 2021), which is pre-
trained on the extensive UniRef50 dataset. Consequently,
there is a potential for data leakage, enabling it to achieve
the best performance on average ESP score. However, our
SurfPro outperforms LM-Design with a significantly higher
success rate of 42.23% compared to LM-Design’s 37.58%.
This performance is further improved to 43.63% after pre-
training on the entire PDB surfaces. These findings indicate
that our SurfPro is able to design enzymes with stronger
enzyme-substrate interaction functions than real enzymes,
validating that surface properties are helpful for functional
protein design again. Furthermore, our SurfPro demon-

strates zero-shot design capability, displaying a success
rate of 33.55% for designing enzymes binding to substrate
C00001.

5. Analysis: Diving Deep into SurfPro
5.1. Ablation Study: How Does Each Component Work?

Both geometric and biochemical constraints facilitate
protein design. To better analyze the influence of different
components in our model, we conduct ablation tests on in-
verse folding task. The models to be compared are listed
as follows: (1) SurfPro-w-five uses five biochemical fea-
tures, which are hydrophobicity, charge, polarity, acceptor
and donor; (2) SurfPro-w/o-global removes the global land-
scape modeling; (3) SurfPro-w/o-local removes the local
perspective modeling; (4) SurfPro-w-hydrophobicity only
uses hydrophobicity feature; (5) SurfPro-w-charge only uses
charge feature; (6) SurfPro-w/o-feature does not use any
biochemical features; (7) SurfPro-w-unsorted does not sort
the vertices on the raw surface.

The results in Table 6 indicate that incorporating five chemi-
cal features does not yield additional benefits. Removal of
either global landscape modeling or local perspective model-
ing results in significant performance degradation. Utilizing
only the hydrophobicity feature slightly decreases the perfor-
mance, while relying solely on the charge feature seriously
damages performance. The absence of both biochemical
features further decreases performance. These observations
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Figure 3. (a) Novelty (1-recovery rate) of designed enzymes with
temperature=0.1. (b) Recovery rates on CATH 4.2 dataset for
models with varying numbers of sampled surface vertices.

validate the crucial roles played by both geometric shapes
and biochemical features in surface representation learning,
emphasizing the necessity of incorporating both into the
protein design process. It is worth noting that unsorting
the vertices on the raw surface significantly decreases per-
formance. Our interpretation is the local shape in different
areas might be similar, and the model is hard to align each
local shape to a specific protein fragment without sorting
the vertices, especially for extremely long sequences.

5.2. Can SurfPro Design Novel and Diverse Proteins?

SurfPro is able to generate novel and diverse proteins.
The novelty distribution among the designed enzymes, sam-
pled with a temperature of 0.1, is visualized in Figure 3 (a).
Novelty here is calculated as 1 - recovery rate. The figure
shows our SurfPro demonstrates a superior average novelty
of 58.51% in comparison to ProteinMPNN, which achieves
an average novelty of 49.46%. Additionally, we analyze the
amino acid distribution in designed binders across different
positions. An illustrative example is shown for target protein
InsulinR in Figure 4, demonstrating a diversified residue
distribution. Notably, all these designed binders (provided
in Appendix F.2) achieve a pAE interaction lower than 10, a
threshold identified by Bennett et al. (2023) to significantly
enhance success rate. These findings affirm that SurfPro is
able to design diverse proteins with desired functions.

5.3. How Does Vertex Number Affect Protein Design?

The more vertices sampled, the more effectively SurfPro
performs. To thoroughly explore the impact of surface
vertex sampling size on model performance, we train models
with maximum vertex numbers ranging from 1k to 10k on
CATH 4.2 dataset. Figure 3 (b) demonstrates an improved
recovery rate as the number of sampled vertices increases.
However, after reaching a sampling size exceeding 5k, the
improvement rate slightly decreases. Additionally, with
more vertices sampled, the inference speed will decrease.
To ensure both design quality and inference efficiency, we
set the maximum vertex number to 5k.

35 40 45 50 55 600

5

10

Figure 4. Amino acid distribution at different positions in designed
binders for the target protein InsulinR.

(a) pAE score with TrkA: 4.75 (b) pAE score with PDGFR: 5.58

Figure 5. Case study of complexes involving our SurfPro designed
binders (in red) and target proteins (in purple): (a) target protein
TrkA with pAE interaction=4.75, (b) target protein PDGFR with
pAE interaction=5.58.

5.4. Case Study

To get an insight on the designed functional proteins by our
SurfPro, we visualize two complexes of our model designed
binders and target proteins belonging to TrkA (Figure 5 (a))
and PDGFR (Figure 5 (b)). Both the complexes have AF2
pAE interaction lower than 6, indicating a strong protein-
protein binding. As Bennett et al. (2023) state in their
work that success rates for designs will be sharply increased
with AF2 pAE interaction < 10. It intuitively shows that
our SurfPro is able to design functional binders with high
protein-protein binding affinities.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we propose SurfPro, a new generative model
to design functional proteins based on desired surface. Surf-
Pro incorporates a hierarchical encoder that progressively
captures geometric and biochemical features, transitioning
from a local perspective to a global landscape. Additionally,
an autoregressive decoder is employed to generate a protein
sequence based on the learned geometric and biochemical
representations of the surface. Our approach consistently
outperforms prior strong inverse folding methods on a gen-
eral protein design benchmark CATH 4.2, with a sequence
recovery rate of 57.78% , and two functional protein design
tasks, with higher success rates in terms of protein-protein
binding and enzyme-substrate interaction scores.
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Impact Statement
This paper contributes to the design of functional proteins
from their surfaces, thereby advancing the field of genera-
tive molecule design. Our work may have various societal
implications, but we do not think they need to be specifically
highlighted here.
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Appendix

A. Surface Biochemical Features
The specific values for biochemical features are sourced from the ImMunoGeneTics information system, which are provided
in Table 7. In our paper, we utilize two biochemical features, which are hydrophobicity and charge. Additionally, we present
the results of our model applying five biochemical features in Table 6. The extra three biochemical features include polarity,
acceptor and donor, with their respective values provided in Table 7.

Feature Description Value

hydrophobicity the hydrophobicity level of a residue, I: 4.5, V: 4.2, L: 3.8, F: 2.8, C: 2.5, M: 1.9, A: 1.8
the higher the hydrophobicity, W: -0.9, G: -0.4, T: -0.7, S: -0.8, Y: -1.3, P: -1.6, H: -3.2

the more hydrophobic the residue N: -3.5, D: -3.5, Q: -3.5, E: -3.5, K: -3.9, R: -4.5
charge the charge value of a residue R: 1, K: 1, D: -1, E: -1, H: 0.1, others: 0

polarity polarity is a separation of R: 1, N: 1, D: 1, Q: 1, E: 1, H: 1, K: 1, S: 1, T: 1, Y: 1
electric charge leading to a molecule others: 0

acceptor accepting electrons from another compound D: 1, E: 1, N: 1, Q: 1, H: 1, S: 1, T: 1, Y: 1, others: 0
donor transferring electrons to another compound R: 1, K: 1, W: 1, N: 1, Q: 1, H: 1, S: 1, T: 1, Y: 1, others: 0

Table 7. Detailed values for biochemical features.

B. Protein Surface Generation Example
We provide an example of protein surface generation process in Figure 6, including raw surface construction (Figure 6 (a)),
surface smoothing (Figure 6 (b)) and surface compression (Figure 6 (c)).

(a) raw surface (b) smoothed surface (c) compressed surface
Figure 6. Protein surface generation: (a) raw surface, (b) smoothed surface, and (c) compressed surface.

C. Additional Information on Inverse Folding Task
C.1. Surface Vertex Count for CATH 4.2 Benchmark

Table 8 presents the vertex count statistics for the CATH 4.2 dataset.

Vertex Count Training Validation Test

Average Vertex Count/Residue 103 114 119
Maximum Vertex Count 529, 271 393, 522 385, 008

Table 8. Vertex count statistics for surfaces from the CATH 4.2 dataset.

C.2. Recovery Rate After Pairwise Alignment

The amino acid recovery rates of different approaches after pairwise alignment are provided in Table 9. It shows our SurfPro
achieves the highest recovery rate among all the compared baselines. In addition, for all non-autoregressive models, the
recovery rate decreases after pairwise alignment.
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Methods Recovery Rate (%, ↑)

ProteinMPNN (Dauparas et al., 2022) 35.89
PiFold (Gao et al., 2022) 39.29
LM-DESIGN (Zheng et al., 2023) 38.21
SurfPro 57.78

Table 9. Recovery rate after pairwise alignment of different approaches on CATH 4.2 dataset. (↑): the higher the better. Among all the
baselines, SurfPro achieves the highest recovery rate.

D. Data Statistics for Two Functional Protein Design Tasks
D.1. Binder Design Datasets

The detailed data statistics for protein binder design is provided in Table 10.

Target Protein Positive Binder Training Validation Test

InsulinR 238 184 23 31
PDGFR 262 208 26 28
TGFb 95 72 9 14
H3 38 0 0 38
IL7Ra 7 0 0 7
TrkA 4 0 0 4
Total 644 464 58 122

Table 10. Data statistics for the six categories of <positive binder, target protein> complexes in the binder design task.

D.2. Enzyme Design Datasets

The detailed data statistics for enzyme design is provided in Table 11.

Substrate Enzyme Training Validation Test

C00002 1101 881 110 110
C00677 555 445 55 55
C00019 175 141 17 17
C00003 112 90 11 11
C00001 76 0 0 76
Total 1979 1557 193 269

Table 11. Data statistics for the five enzyme categories, each of which binds to a specific substrate identified as its KEGG ID.

E. PDB Surface Pretraining
To fully explore the design capability of our model, we pretrain our proposed SurfPro on surfaces from the entire PDB.
Specifically, we gather all proteins in the PDB until March 10, 2023, resulting in a total of 198,726 samples. Subsequently,
we employ MSMS to compute the continuous surface for each protein and extract chain A as the target sequence. Following
a similar data processing approach to the CATH 4.2 dataset, we filter out failed instances during the raw surface construction
process by MSMS tool and sequences longer than 1024 residues. To prevent the potential data leakage issue, we exclude
proteins included in the enzyme design datasets. Consequently, we obtain 179,278 <surface, sequence> pairs. Among
them, We randomly split 50 cases for the validation set, leaving the rest for the training set. The model undergoes pretraining
for 1,000,000 steps. The learning rate and batch size are set to 5e-4 and 4096 tokens, respectively. After pretraining process,
we obtain SurfPro-Pretrain.

Then we separately finetune SurfPro-Pretrain on the binder design and enzyme design tasks, with the corresponding
performance reported in Table 2, 3, 4 and 5. The outcomes illustrate a notable improvement in the design capabilities of
our SurfPro, as evidenced by substantially increased success rates in both tasks. This enhancement implies that our model
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can effectively design proteins with stronger binding functions than experimentally confirmed positive binders or natural
enzymes when pretrained on a larger dataset.

F. Additional Experimental Results
F.1. Binder Design Success Rate Comparing AlphaFold2 and ESMFold Predicted Binder Structures

We present the success rate for the binder design task, comparing the binder structures predicted by AlphaFold2 and
ESMFold in Table 12. The results reveal a minor difference of only 0.41%, indicating that there is little distinction in
performance between AlphaFold2 and ESMFold for this task.

Models Seen Class Zero-Shot Average
InsulinR PDGFR TGFb H3 IL7Ra TrkA

SurfPro-AlphaFold2 33.15 17.14 11.29 21.42 17.14 25.00 21.88
SurfPro-ESMFold 31.57 19.99 11.61 23.21 19.28 25.00 22.29

Table 12. Success rate (%) for SurfPro with AlphaFold2 predicted binder structures (SurfPro-AlphaFold2) and SurfPro with ESMFold
predicted binder structures (SurfPro-ESMFold) on the binder design task. “Average” denotes the average success rate across the entire test
set instead of the direct average on different target proteins.

F.2. Sequences for Case Analysis

We provide the designed binder sequences and the positive one in Table 13 for cases analyzed in Figure 4 .

Binders Sequence

positive one DEFTEIVKELVKLAEEAVKKNDEDSVKFIEAMLKMMKEAATDPKQRELADRAIKKVQKLLKS
binder1 DEFTEIVKELVKLAEEAVKKNDEESVKFIEAMVKMAKEAMAKMAKEAATDPKQRELADRAIK
binder2 DEFTEIVKELVKLAEEAVKKNDEESVKFIEAMLKMAKEATDPKQRELADRAIKKAQKLLKS
binder3 DEFTEIVKELVKLAEEAVKKNDEESVKFIEAMVKMAKEAMAKMAKEAATDPKQRELADRAIK
binder4 DEFTEIVKELVKLAEEAVKKNDEESVKFIEAMLKMAKEATDPKQRELADRAIKKAQKLLKS
binder5 DEFTEIVKELVKLAEEAVKKNDEESVKFIEAMVKMAKEAMAKMAKEAATDPKQRELADRAIK
binder6 DEFTEIVKELVKLAEEAVKKNDEESVKFIEAMLKMAKEATDPKQRELADRAIKKAQKLLKS
binder7 DEFTEIVKELVKLAEEAVKKNDEESVKFIEAMVKMAKEAMAKMAKEAATDPKQRELADRAIK
binder8 DEFTEIVKELVKLAEEAVKKNDEESVKFIEAMLKMAKEATDPKQRELADRAIKKAQKLLKS
binder9 DEFTEIVKELVKLAEEAVKKNDEESVKFIEAMLKMMKKEAATDPKQRELADRAIKKAQKLLK
binder10 DEFTEIVKELVKLAEEAVKKNDEESVKFIEAMLKMAKEATDPKQRELADRAIKKAQKLLKS

Table 13. Sequences for cases analyzed in Figure 4: designed binders and the experimentally confirmed positive one for the target protein
InsulinR.
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